
Mobile Malware Detection
Better visibility into the cyber threats affecting your mobile users.

With a growing number of wireless clients, 
smartphones and Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices deployed across organizations to 
keep up with the demands of the modern 
workplace, cyber criminals are becoming 
more highly motivated, creative and 
sophisticated developing new malware 
tailored to the wireless domain. 

As the operator of one of the largest wireless 
networks in Canada, TELUS recognizes the 
risks associated with these threats. In 
response, we have been developing, 
implementing, and continuously improving 
solutions aimed at increasing the security of 
our network, employees and customers.

We now offer the same technology used in our network to 
provide organizations with enhanced visibility on the malware 
targeting their TELUS Mobility users.

Introducing TELUS Mobile Malware Detection
The Mobile Malware Detection service provides organizations critical 
information on malware infections and malware-based attacks that could 
impact their end users. 
The service analyzes inbound and outbound subscriber data traversing the 
TELUS LTE network and compares it against known malware signatures. 
Malware detection is performed at the network level and therefore the 
service does not require any applications installed on end user’s devices. 
Organizations can create reports on demand through our web-based 
TELUS Security Portal, including: 

  A detailed list of all malware infections and attacks detected for a 
selected time period.

  Malware signatures with the highest number of occurrences.
  Subscribers with the highest infection count
  Trends identi�ed over previous months.

Upon detection of infections, noti�cations can be sent to one or many 
email addresses and �ltered according to the severity of the malicious 
activity detected.



For more information on how TELUS Mobile Malware Detection service can bene�t your 
organization, contact your Security Practice Lead.

 

A unique service for Canadian organizations

Mobile Malware Detection is an affordable service that can detect 
malware on a wide range of device types with no complex 
deployment efforts needed. 

The simplicity of one service for all devices 
The Mobile Malware Detection service is designed to provide malware 
detection independently of the type of device or Operating System (OS) 
installed. It detects malware signatures to/from multiple sources 
connected to the TELUS Mobility network, including but not limited to 
iPhone, Android, Blackberry smartphones, and Windows platforms. 
The service can also detect malware signatures to/from endpoints 
tethering through a wireless connected device. 

The cost ef�ciency of a clientless solution
The complexity of deploying client applications increases as the 
number of device types and OS versions grows. Not only can it be 
costly and time consuming deploying applications across all wireless 
devices, but it is also challenging to constantly keep these clients 
running with the latest versions of these applications. 
With no need to deploy a client application for Mobile Malware 
Detection, there is no supplementary cost associated with installing 
and maintaining devices. Detection of malware is always performed 
using an up-to-date database of malware-signatures managed by 
TELUS and hosted in our network.

Easily scales as your organization changes
Our Mobile Malware Detection service is designed for customers of all sizes from small organizations with 
twenty devices to very large corporations with a hundred thousand devices or more.
It does not require any on-premise equipment to be installed, so there are no additional hardware upgrade 
costs if your needs grow. 

Integration with other TELUS Security services 
Reports created by the Mobile Malware Detection service are available from the TELUS Security Portal; a 
secure gateway acting as the single point of access to many other TELUS Security services. 

A Canadian security leader
Being one of the largest security organizations in Canada, TELUS offers �exible service level agreements 
and national support. We respect our customers’ privacy and take great care to safeguard personal 
information. Data used or created by the Mobile Malware Detection service is always maintained and 
stored in Canada.
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